Agenda is subject to change

8:00 - 9:00  Breakfast and Registration

9:00 - 9:15  Welcome Remarks -- Frank Partnoy (UC Berkeley) and Herb Greenberg (Pacific Square Research)

9:15 - 10:00  Opening Keynote -- Jim Chanos (Kynikos Associates LP)

10:00 - 10:45  The Great Shorting Debate -- Omeed Malik (moderator), Carson Block (Muddy Waters Research) vs. Joshua Mitts (Columbia Law School)

10:45 - 11:00  Break

11:00 - 12:00  Fraud and the Media -- Herb Greenberg (moderator), Roddy Boyd (Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation), Jesse Eisinger (ProPublica), Linette Lopez (Business Insider), Francine McKenna (MarketWatch)

12:00 - 1:00  Lunch -- Billion Dollar Whale with Tom Wright (Wall Street Journal)

1:00 - 1:45  Fraud and the Law -- Frank Partnoy (moderator), Robert J. Jackson, Jr. (Securities and Exchange Commission), Michele Johnson (Latham & Watkins)

1:45 - 2:30  Fraud and Auditors -- Jim Chanos (moderator), Emily Alexander (TAFS), Jules Kroll (K2 Intelligence), Lynn Turner (formerly Securities and Exchange Commission)

2:30 - 2:45  Break

2:45 - 3:30  Expert Tips for Catching Fraud -- Bethany McLean (author, The Smartest Guys in the Room), Martin Stapleton (Gladstone Capital Management)

3:30 - 4:00  Global Transparency -- Rupert Younger (moderator), Alexandra Wrage (TRACE International)

4:00 - 4:45  Closing Keynote -- Diana Henriques (author, Wizard of Lies)

4:45 - 5:30  Reception

5:30 - 8:00  Screening of The Inventor: Out for Blood in Silicon Valley and talk-before with John Carreyrou (author, Bad Blood)